You are our focus
Welcome to the world of luxurious Finura Kitchens!
Every Finura kitchen is an artistic blend of glass, stone and steel making it the centre
of attraction of your house. With a team of expert designers, engineers and craftsmen at
your service, Finura kitchen will make you proud.
Finura is a custom-made residential kitchen, made of 304 grade stainless steel. Each
rust, mite and insect free kitchen unit is designed by keeping the health of your family in
mind.
Finura Kitchens are manufactured at the state-of-the-art production facility of Silver
Metals Industries at Al Ghail Industrial Park in the Emirates of Ras Al Khaimah, U A E. We
have experience of working with hundreds of keen-eyed international designers and
consultants in South Asia and Middle East Countries.
Each kitchen unit is very precious and special for us. We compete with ourselves to
provide the best available quality for our customers. Innovative storage systems, both wet
and dry, with ample space and easy accessibility, from world leaders are integrated into
stainless steel structure utilizing every inch of your kitchen.
Accessories of world-class brands are used to give you the best performance and
longevity. Modern technology employed makes your kitchen smooth and easy to operate.
Stain and scratch free quartz counter top is used for counter and island tops.
Finura kitchens have been installed in a number of luxury villas and prestigious apartments across the world.

Let it be the centre of joy in living!

Vision
luxuries.

In Finura, our vision is to make kitchen a healthy and joyful living space with all

We strive to make kitchens modern and spacious for great comfort with a fine blend
of style and functionality. Our team is always on developing choices of finishes and colors
those are trendy and pleasing to suite your senses. We keep on incorporating new trends
and technologies in our kitchen in a mission to provide our customers the best.
We search for best of materials, proven to provide hygienic environment, keeping
health of your family the top priority. Maximum attention has been given in improving
precision in designs and materials to provide an insect and fungal free environment.
With stainless steel as the carcass material, Finura kitchens are not only hygienic and
easy to clean, but are also durable. Wood has been replaced with recyclable stainless steel
with an environmental consciousness. We look forward a lifelong relationship with each
kitchen we create for you, which will last for generations to come.
You don’t have to make do with cliché designs. You can have your own dream kitchen.
Finura’s design team is equipped, and keeps on enhancing the skills, to materialize your
dream. It works on to add endless permutations and combinations of materials, finishes,
and accessories for its customers.

Our passion and joy is in serving you in a lifelong relationship
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Makes you proud
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Di
Artistic blend of glass, stone and steel in a seamless
design of a wall storage and an island merge with
the space. This blend of geometric shapes in pair is
named after the Spanish god “Di”. The interplay
between iridescent bronze glass and Matt White
glass creates a warm contrast to the smooth,
handle less fronts with touch open-close mechanism. Miele appliances add to the luxury, comfort
and longevity. Single Silestone top covers the
expansive island. Blum and Peka innovations aid
easy and accessible storage. Beautiful, appropriately placed task and focus lightings add to the
novelty. A lively yellow line of lighting defines the
island. An open kitchen for joyful living.

Di
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Di
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Xana
Interplay of open and closed storage areas define
this L shaped kitchen with island. Open and
concealed glass shelves utilize spaces between the
countertop and overhead cabinet. All five
elements of cooking are present in this kitchen
named “Xana”, the Asturian water fairies with sun
and moon beams as combs. Smooth and glossy
lacquer combined with rosewood veneer in a
sophisticated shade of cream creates an ambience
which allows the space for a relaxed welcome and
entertainment. A generously spaced worktop with
integrated hob and sink as well as pull-outs with
internal lighting below makes cooking all together
into an uncomplicated and pleasurable event.
Xana is for entertaining the family and friends.
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Xana
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Xana
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Tierra
‘G’ for Contentment. A pretty glass display shelf
adorns the centre. This G shaped kitchen is self
contained world with huge storage area with innovative systems to help the users. All appliances are
concealed to free maximum space inside the G.
Polished veneer finishes with glittering black stone
top sets perfect tone for your cooking. The indirect
lighting from the integrated work top casts strong
statement which is traditional but novel. This
smooth surfaced kitchen is named after the Spanish Earth goddess “Tierra”. The day dawns at the
breakfast counter of this kitchen every day.
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Tierra

Tierra
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Aloja
Sculpted in Pearl white high
gloss lacquer and white quartz counter top, high board connecting wet
wall storage and island, a standalone
dry storage beside, this kitchen is very
compact in itself. This white beauty is
named after the Catalan water fairies
“Aloja”. Pull downs, pull outs and
deep drawers make efficient storage
area. Your choices of international
brand of appliances are concealed in
built in spaces.
The transition
between the kitchen and living area is
fluid with a high board positioned at
just the right height for guests to sit
and relax. The lighting is remote
controlled so that the room can be
flooded with white light or colored
mood light at the touch of a button.
Liner LED lighting of the kitchen
counter top gives it a very modern
feel.
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Aloja
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Aloja
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Verde
Kitchen is the closest place to nature where the
bounties of nature are prepared for nourishment.
This L shaped pretty named “Verde” for green, has
a view to nature. The black overhead cabinet has a
section with partial glass panel which entice one to
explore. This kitchen is marked by a variety of innovative storage spaces. The refrigeration unit is
placed without concealment. The unit fronts are
finished in high gloss Lacquer on stainless steel
material.
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Verde

Minairo
Luxury need not be compromised for simplicity.
This simple gallery kitchen is designed with a separate storage unit. This simple beauty is defined
with the over head cabinets and deep base units.
There is a balance struck between Zambrano
veneer, pure white counter top and high gloss
metallic Yellow lacquer. Overhead cabinets without handles open to LED spot lights to glass
shelves while the base units with handles and
pull-outs are generously proportioned. This light
and friendly kitchen, named after tiny fantastic
being called “Minairo” in Catalan myths, embraces
the adjoining living space.
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Minairo
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Stainless steel cabinets along with various styles and finishes of doors make Finura
kitchens unique. There are end number of combinations and permutations you can
choose from. Your decorating style, preferences and the choice of cabinets will determine the final look of your kitchen.

Go Green

Advantage Finura

Finura Kitchens is well aware of its environmental responsibility. For this reason,
we use Stainless Steel. Front finishes or doors are made in waterproof plywood, Acrylic
or Tempered Glass. We only use wood grown with sustainable forest management. All
the paints and lacquers used in production are solvent-free. Finura Kitchens is always
looking for environmentally beneficial materials and sustainable manufacturing methods to include our production process thus to fulfill our responsibility to the future
generations.

Finura Stainless Steel Kitchen is stylish,
easy to clean and rust free made of 304 grade stainless steel. Combining style
with functionality, Finura assures lifelong durability and highest standard in
hygiene.

Finura kitchens with European or US standards are tailor-made for Indian cooking.
Finura kitchens are easy to install at site.

Finura Kitchens is equipped with state-of-the-art most modern fully automated, computer- controlled machines and robotic machines to produce perfect
modular kitchen systems as per customer choice and options. Standard and
Non standard modules are available. We use modern manufacturing techniques in cabinet making and utilize heavy duty double skin vertical panels. All
accessories and fixtures are fixed with stainless steel machine screws to maintain International standards in cabinet manufacturing.
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Accessories
Finura Kitchens bring together the
best brands from across the world to give you
the best luxury and convenience. The handles
for the cabinets are handpicked by our designers for each kitchen.
Finura Kitchens come with Silestone from
Spain. This quartz top is harder and more
durable than granite or marble. It is scratch,
stain and heat resistant. It is Non-porous with
color consistency. You have an array of colors
to choose from.
Finura Kitchens are fitted with glass display
shelf to give you a mirthful hide and seek
feeling in your work.
Finura Kitchen has incorporated German LED
lighting for task as well as focus lighting
purposes. Tasteful LED lighting is used to make
your kitchen more colorful.
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Finishes
The finish on your kitchen units is the
first thing you see and an indication of quality
of the kitchen. Colors and designs add to the
ambience of your kitchen. An aesthetically
and intelligently furnished kitchen would save
the cost in long run as well as add to the happiness of time spent in kitchen.
Since Finura uses stainless steel for cabinet
making, our kitchen cabinet interiors are
stainless steel brush finish or light gray.
Finura kitchens give exterior finishes of a
wide variety. Lacquer, veneer, stainless steel
and glass are used.
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Production
Quality Standard
Finura Kitchens takes particular care to ensure that each kitchen is developed
and produced entirely in accordance with the customer’s wishes. Consequently,
Finura Kitchens remains committed to the highest levels of quality and sustainability. We use all stainless steel machine screws in our cabinet to maintain
perfect door and drawer alignment for a longer period of time. Every Finura
Kitchen offers a combination of sophisticated materials and first class workmanship – crucial factors that guarantee the highest degree of durability and lasting
value. We belive in total commitment to customer with no compromise in quality,
that is why Finura kitchens manufactured in ISO 9001 certified factory.
Kitchen fitting

Kitchen Planning
We would be happy to tell you about the myriad possibilities that can be incorporated in your kitchen. Let us show you how far modern kitchens have evolved. If
you decide to bring a diagram of the room to our meeting, we can make concrete
suggestions. Alternatively, we would be happy to visit you and take a note of the
measurements and architectural features.
Visualization of your kitchen
Using photo-real 3D sketches and taking your wishes into account, we develop
the kitchen you want. From the choice of surface finish to the interior partitioning
of the units – you are completely in charge.
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Finura kitchens relies on the commitment of a
professional team to setup your kitchen. From
planning to installation, we trust in the craftsmanship of our experienced kitchen joiners
and fitters; base units are correctly aligned,
panels adjusted to the millimeter, taps and
electrical appliances are professionally
installed, hinges and fittings on doors and
pull-outs exactly adjusted. The result is a
customized kitchen. The completed kitchen is
checked by our kitchen consultant who will be
on hand to help you throughout the whole
process and completely to your satisfaction.

Corp. Office:

413, 4th Floor,
Al Mansoor Bldg, (Near Oasis Resi)
Al Qusais, Dubai, U.A.E.
Tel: +971 4 2574380 | Fax: +971 4 2574381
www.silvermetalsuae.com

Silver Kitchens (P) Ltd.,

SHOWROOMS

Tharayil Chambers, NH Bypass,
Vyttilla Jn., Cochin, Kerala - 682 019.
Tel: +91 484 2305611
Mobile: +91 9633144666 & 9633144222
Email: info@ﬁnurakitchens.com
www.ﬁnurakitchens.com

Silver Shine General Trading L.L.C
No:8, Bel Rashed Tower
Al-Quasis
Dubai, U.A.E.
Tel:+971 4 2512181
Fax:+971 4 2512186
Email: ﬁnura@silvermetalsuae.com

www.finurakitchens.com
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